Background
==========

The mosquito *Anopheles gambiae*is the major vector of human malaria throughout sub-Saharan Africa. Its remarkable preference for human blood, its ability to feed and rest inside human dwellings, together with its high longevity, allowing sustainable development of *Plasmodium*parasites under a wide variety of ecological settings, makes it the most proficient malaria vector in the world. *Anopheles gambiae*is present virtually everywhere in sub-Saharan Africa, populating the array of environments typically found on this continent and transmitting malaria to humans in remote rural areas as well as in large cities. This ecological plasticity is mirrored, at the genetic level, by high amounts of chromosomal and molecular polymorphisms that are non-randomly distributed within the genome as well as among *An. gambiae*natural populations \[[@B1],[@B2]\].

It is now well established, through molecular and population genetics studies, that *An. gambiae*is currently in a process of speciation \[[@B3]-[@B8]\]. Fixed nucleotide differences in X-linked ribosomal DNA genes led to the designation of two \"molecular forms\", named M and S, among which gene flow appears highly restricted, to the extent that both forms are currently recognized as incipient species (reviewed in \[[@B9]\]). No post-mating isolation mechanism is known between the M and S forms: viable and fertile hybrids can be readily obtained in the laboratory, at no apparent fitness cost \[[@B10]\]. However, strong assortative mating is observed in nature as evidenced by the low rate of heterogamous inseminations detected in wild females of both forms \[[@B11]\], and the rarity or complete absence of hybrid genotypes in areas where both forms co-exist \[[@B8],[@B9],[@B11]-[@B15]\]. The S form is widespread throughout tropical Africa and is presumed ancestral \[[@B16]\], while the M form occurs only in West and Central Africa (but see \[[@B17]\]). In the drier savannas of West Africa, the population biology of the molecular forms can be at least partly inferred from the extensive literature covering another class of evolutionary significant units, namely the chromosomal forms of *An. gambiae*, which are defined on the basis of the non-random association of polymorphic paracentric inversion arrangements on chromosome-2 \[[@B1]\]. In Mali and Burkina Faso, where M and S are found in sympatry, stable between-form differences in chromosomal inversion frequencies are evident and both forms adopt alternative behaviors and ecological preferences \[[@B18]\]. In this region, the S form, which is characterized by a high frequency of chromosomal inversions 2R*b*and 2L*a*, typically breeds in rain-dependant pools and puddles and is reproductively active only during the rainy season. It corresponds in this area to the SAVANNA chromosomal form previously defined by Coluzzi *et al*. \[[@B1]\]. On the other hand, the M form, whose chromosomes are almost fixed for inversion 2L*a*with a high frequency of arrangements 2R*bc*and 2R*u*, has evolved the ability to breed in more stable breeding sites, mainly of anthropogenic origin, such as agricultural irrigation schemes and margins of small artificial lakes \[[@B19]-[@B21]\]. In this area, this taxon would correspond to the MOPTI chromosomal form \[[@B22]\], and its biology and ecology has been characterized from areas in Mali where it was first described \[[@B1],[@B23]-[@B25]\]. By contrast with the SAVANNA/S form, MOPTI/M form mosquitoes are reproductively active all year long in areas where breeding opportunities are permanent \[[@B24]-[@B26]\], although no discrete differences in breeding habitat or adult resting sites have been discovered to date \[[@B13],[@B27]\]. In the more humid areas of equatorial Central Africa such as Cameroon, Gabon and Equatorial Guinea, the M and S forms of *An. gambiae*share the standard arrangement (i.e., no polymorphic inversions) on all arms of their chromosomal complement \[[@B14],[@B28],[@B29]\]. In such environments, both molecular forms intergrade into what Coluzzi defined as the FOREST chromosomal form of *An. gambiae*on cytological grounds \[[@B1],[@B30]\]. They are commonly found together at the larval stage in various types of semi-permanent breeding sites, as well as at the adult stage with no apparent difference in their biting and resting habits \[[@B14],[@B31]\]. Genetic isolation between the M and S lineages, however, is maintained in spite of homogeneity at the chromosomal level \[[@B7],[@B8],[@B32],[@B33]\]. A pattern of ecological niche partitioning and/or inter-form competition may be inferred, as one molecular form systematically dominates over the other at the local level \[[@B14],[@B31],[@B34]-[@B36]\]. The ecological reasons for these geographical differences are still poorly understood and further investigations of the ecological niche and population structure of the two molecular forms are therefore needed.

The non-random distribution of polymorphic paracentric chromosomal inversions in natural populations of *An. gambiae*led Coluzzi \[[@B37]\] to propose a model of speciation known as \"ecotypification\", in which chromosomal rearrangements protect alternative sets of adaptation genes from the disruptive effect of recombination, promoting ecological divergence among populations that may eventually lead to the evolution of reproductive isolation and speciation. Empirical and theoretical support for a chromosomal speciation model was provided recently \[[@B38]-[@B40]\]. However, in the early stages of the process, hybridization can lead to introgression of genes in genomic regions of free recombination, thereby slowing down the rate of lineage sorting, and resulting in complex patterns of genetic differentiation on different regions of the genome \[[@B41],[@B42]\] or among populations inhabiting contrasting environments \[[@B15],[@B33]\]. The frequency of areas of sympatry among forms \[[@B2],[@B9]\] could provide ample opportunities for the transfer of genetic material and associated adaptive traits, whenever the strength of the reproductive barrier is reduced and the associated fitness gain is significant (e.g. with insecticide resistance genes \[[@B43],[@B44]\]). Thus, renewed interest in the last decade for the mechanisms of speciation and ecological adaptation in *An. gambiae*has fostered considerable research efforts to provide a better understanding of the genetic structure and adaptive potential of this widespread malaria vector. Indeed, beyond the value of the *An. gambiae*complex as an evolutionary model, the recognition of cryptic speciation within such a medically important taxonomic group of insects is paramount to properly devise, implement, monitor and evaluate the efficiency of any vector-borne disease control strategy. This is particularly true for *An. gambiae*in Africa for which innovative control strategies based on the suppression or replacement of natural populations by genetic means are being considered as a means to overcome the numerous limitations in the implementation and efficacy of currently available tools. However, it is only through refined ecological and genetic studies that the biological significance and epidemiological relevance of evolutionary phenomena in *An. gambiae*can be properly assessed.

The present study investigates with an unprecedented level of resolution, the distribution of the two molecular forms of *An. gambiae*in Cameroon, a country in Central Africa lying at the Eastern boundary of the distribution range of the M form \[[@B9],[@B18]\], and links their geographical pattern of occurrence with habitat features. Similar analyses conducted in the dry savannas of Burkina Faso are presented in a companion paper \[[@B45]\]. Extending the analyses to the sympatric sibling species, *An. arabiensis*allowed us to further assess and compare the extent of ecological divergence and niche partitioning between taxa within the *An. gambiae*complex with increasing level of reproductive isolation \[[@B16],[@B23],[@B45]\]. We used Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and Ecological Niche Factor Analysis (ENFA, \[[@B46]\]) to explore the environmental requirements of each taxon in order to identify differences in their ecological niche and predict habitat suitability on a country-wide scale. We further assessed the degree of niche overlap between these different taxa and linked ecological attributes of both molecular forms to chromosomal inversion polymorphism. In doing so, we provide evidence that the realized ecological niche of each molecular form depends upon chromosomal inversion arrangements, and we show that chromosomal inversions are involved in ecological specialization in a similar way within each form. We propose that the presence of ecologically significant genes, directly or indirectly affecting mate choice, in independently assorting chromosomal regions of *An. gambiae*are required for reproductive isolation and speciation to occur and evolve as a by-product of local adaptation. Our findings depict an extraordinarily dynamic system, whereby key genomic regions of suppressed recombination are crucial to the accumulation and spread of ecologically significant genes.

Methods
=======

Study area
----------

The study took place in Cameroon, a country in Central Africa covering an area of approximately 475,500 km^2^between 2--12° latitude North and 8--16° longitude East (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The country is commonly referred to as \"miniature Africa\", owing to the diversity of its climate, topography, landscape, and bio-ecological settings. Arid savannas in the North gradually turn into rainforest in the South, and highland areas contribute to increase the diversity of ecological settings \[[@B47]\].

![**Map of Cameroon with sampled localities**. Topographic map of Cameroon showing elevation (from buff = low-altitude to dark brown = high-altitude). Dotted lines delimit biogeographic domains as defined in the *Methods*from \[[@B47]\]. Dark dots indicate the 305 villages that were sampled during the North-to-South transect carried out in Aug-Dec 2005; clear dots represent additional collection points (expanded dataset for the ENFA analysis, see text).](1472-6785-9-17-1){#F1}

The sahelian area (SA) of North Cameroon receives less than 900 mm annual rainfall and experiences a dry season of more than 7 months (October-May). Mean annual temperature is 28°C, with large daytime amplitude. Vegetation is typical of the Sahelian domain, made of steppe with thorny shrubs, bushes and grasses.

In the tropical-dry (TD) basin of river Benoue, mean annual rainfall is 900--1,000 mm with a six-month dry season (November-April), and a mean annual temperature of 26°C. It is the domain of the Sudanese savanna with locally dense, dry and open forests. The major crop is cotton, which is extensively cultivated in the area.

Southwards, the Adamaoua chain of mountains extends transversally with peak altitudes above 2,000 m. The highland-tropical climatic area of the Adamaoua highlands (AH) is characterized by mean annual rainfall above 1,500 mm, and mean annual temperature around 22°C. The dry season extends from November to March. Vegetation is of the Sudan-Guinean type, with locally abundant shrubs and bushes spread out over a savanna background. A large artificial lake and several other permanent water reservoirs of anthropogenic origin are scattered throughout the area.

Further south, the relatively flat central plateau (CP) with mean altitude 700--800 m surrounding Yaoundé (3°52\'N; 11°31\'E), the Capital city of Cameroon, experiences a typical 4-season equatorial climate. Annual rainfall averages 1,500 mm and mean temperature is 24°C. Although rains are recorded every month, the long dry season extends from late November to early March (with 10--30 mm rainfall/month) and the short dry season includes July and August (80--100 mm rainfall/month). Rainfall peaks in October with 250--350 mm. Vegetation is quite different on both sides of a line that approximates the 4°N parallel. South of this limit lies the continental, humid Congolese forest. North of Yaoundé, the forest is highly degraded and intertwines with humid savannas in a complex mosaic, shaped by human activities. This is a transition zone between the Congolese forest domain and the Adamaoua savannas. Relict gallery forests are present.

The Western highlands (WH), with altitudes ranging 750--2,100 m are characterized by a much lower mean annual temperature (18°C) and high annual rainfall (*c.*1,900 mm) spread over 9 months (March-November). The evergreen highland forest is locally degraded for agricultural use. Mean annual temperature rises to 25°C in the valleys and annual rainfall can exceed 3,000 mm locally.

The Atlantic coast (AC) has a typically hot and humid equatorial climate. Annual rainfall is above 2,500 mm and spread throughout the year. Mean annual temperature is 26°C. It is a densely populated area, with locally highly degraded vegetation due to human activities (industry, urbanization and agriculture). Mangrove swamps surround the numerous river deltas that are found in this area.

Sampling plan
-------------

Mosquito presence was surveyed by systematically sampling the indoor-resting mosquito fauna in selected villages covering a 1,500 km North-to-South transect that crossed all eco-geographical areas of Cameroon (dark dots in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To assist with sampling, we constructed a grid of 5 × 5 km cells; this spatial unit was chosen in relation to estimates of *An. gambiae*dispersal \[[@B48]\], to limit sampling bias due to the spatial dependence in mosquito occurrence between cells. Using data collected from available road maps (1/200,000), Landsat ETM+ images (1/80,000) and public databases posted on the Internet, a set of 22 maps (1/250,000) was assembled to serve as a basis for selection of villages for mosquito collection. The grid was superimposed on these maps and one village was randomly chosen within each cell for sampling. A list of candidate villages was generated prior to the field survey. Only one village per cell was sampled unless that cell was devoid of villages, in which case one village from a contiguous cell was chosen. We ensured that no pair of villages was separated by less than 3 km. Although the transect was devised to fit the nearest paved and main unpaved roads to facilitate accessibility during the rainy season, several cells were apparently devoid of villages so that the transect was interrupted in some areas. Nevertheless, all habitat types were represented in the data set. During the mosquito survey, village names were updated and geographical coordinates were corrected as necessary by georeferencing with a GPS. Several villages were added to the original listing, others were replaced because they were no longer in existence.

Mosquito collection and identification
--------------------------------------

Mosquitoes were collected by spraying aerosols of pyrethroid insecticides inside human dwellings. Three to four compounds totalling 5--10 rooms were visited in each village with the aim to collect 20 half-gravid *An. gambiae sensu lato*(*s.l.*) females per village. On average, 2--3 villages were visited per day, depending on accessibility and proximity. Dead mosquitoes were retrieved from white sheets that were laid on the floor of sprayed bedrooms. Anopheline mosquitoes were identified using morphological identification keys \[[@B49],[@B50]\]. Ovaries from half-gravid *An. gambiae s.l*. females were dissected and stored in Carnoy\'s fixative solution (absolute ethanol:glacial acetic acid 3:1) for subsequent cytogenetic analyses (cf. below). Carcasses were stored individually in tubes containing a desiccant and kept at -20°C until they were molecularly processed.

All half-gravid specimens collected in each village were identified to species and molecular forms using the PCR-RFLP technique of Fanello *et al*. \[[@B51]\]. When \<20 half gravid specimens were collected from a locality, we identified specimens of other gonotrophic stages to attain whenever possible the target sample size of 20 *An. gambiae s.l*. mosquitoes. Total DNA of individual mosquitoes was extracted from two or three legs according to Cornel & Collins \[[@B52]\], and was resuspended in 100 μl of Tris EDTA buffer. Two to four microlitres of this solution were used for the PCR reaction \[[@B51]\].

Environmental predictors
------------------------

The study area (i.e., the whole of Cameroon) was modelled as a raster map composed of 467,057 adjacent isometric cells at 1 km^2^pixel resolution. A conceptual model for the GIS was implemented and parameterized with data collected from different sources (internet, field collected data, digitalized maps, unpublished reports and national archives). Each layer was formatted in a quantitative raster format \[[@B46]\]. Based on quality of the data and biological relevance for the species considered, a total of 17 eco-geographical variables (EGVs) belonging to four types of environmental predictors were included:

### i) Topographic variables

(Source: *Shuttle Radar Topography Mission*, <http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm>), including altitude (in meters), slope (derived from altitude data), aspect (derived from slope data) and hydrographic network (computed as a quantitative raster layer whereby the value attributed to each pixel is its minimum distance to a body of water, using the \"*Spatial Analyst*\" tool extension in the software *ArcGIS 8.3*).

### ii) Climatic variables

(Source: *LocClim*database developed by the Food and Agriculture Organization, <http://www.fao.org/sd/2002/EN1203a_en.htm>), including rainfall (in mm), temperature (in °C), evapotranspiration (in mm), relative humidity (i.e., water vapour pressure in % saturation), mean number of hours of sunlight per day, and wind speed (in m.s^-1^). All these measures were yearly means, averaged over the past 30 years. Data from field stations were extrapolated into a quantitative raster file covering the entire country using the \"*Spatial Analyst*\" tool extension in the software *ArcGIS 8.3*.

### iii) Habitat variables

(Source: *Global Land Cover 2000 Project*, <http://bioval.jrc.ec.europa.eu/products/glc2000/products.php>) comprising land cover information. Data extracted from the *GLC2000 Project*for Cameroon constituted 22 different land cover types. Computational constraints linked to the software used for the Ecological Niche Factor Analysis (below), led us to merge these data into 5 different land cover types including: (1) dense evergreen forest, (2) deciduous woodland, (3) forest/savanna mosaic, (4) dry savanna and (5) croplands. Single layers were built in a boolean format and then transformed into a raster frequency layer \[[@B53]\] whereby the value attributed to each pixel is a function of the frequency of cells with value = 1 in a neighbourhood of 10 pixels in diameter.

### iv) Anthropogenic variables

(Source: topographic maps and archives, INC, Yaoundé, updated as described above) including localities (cities, villages) and roads. Both data were computed into quantitative raster layers whereby the value attributed to each pixel was its minimum distance to a locality/road.

The distribution of each EGV was normalized by the Box-Cox algorithm \[[@B54]\]. All layers were then smoothed using the median index calculated over 10 × 10 neighbouring cells \[[@B46]\] and exported into the software *Biomapper 4.0*<http://www2.unil.ch/biomapper>\[[@B55]\] as *Idrisi*files \[[@B56]\], in order to run an Ecological Niche Factor Analysis (ENFA) according to software instructions.

Ecological Niche Factor Analysis
--------------------------------

The ENFA is a predictive species distribution model based on the ecological niche concept developed by Hutchinson \[[@B57]\] who defined the fundamental niche of a species as an \"*n*-dimensional hypervolume\" in the space of environmental variables, \"each point of which corresponds to a possible environmental state which would permit a species to exist indefinitely\". Expanding on this concept, the ENFA works in the space defined by the EGVs and reconstructs the ecological niche of a species in a given study area (represented as a GIS grid of isometric cells) by comparing the distribution of cells where the species is observed to the distribution of all cells in the whole study area (the global distribution). The ENFA is a presence-only model, which requires a raster map of species occurrences, in Boolean format (1 = presence; 0 = absence of proof). Based on the assumption that a species occurs in those cells that offer a suitable combination of EGVs, the ENFA identifies the subset of cells in the study area where the species has a reasonable probability to occur \[[@B46],[@B58]\]. This multivariate niche can be defined on any of its axes by the species frequency distribution relative to the global distribution of cells in the entire study area. However, environmental variables are not independent (for example, rainfall is correlated with relative humidity or daily number of hours of sun exposure), and increasing the number of EGVs generally increases multicollinearity and redundancy. Furthermore, a species is likely to specialize on a combination of variables rather than on each variable independently. For these reasons, the ENFA transforms the original set of EGVs into the same number of new, uncorrelated (orthogonal) axes summarizing the response of the species to the main environmental gradients characterizing the study area \[[@B46]\]. Each of these factors is a linear combination of the original EGVs, so that it is possible to extract the contribution to each factor of each EGV. The first axis is termed \"Marginality Factor\": it quantifies the difference between the average conditions in the cells where the species occurs (species distribution) and those in the entire study area (global distribution), thus indicating the position of the niche in the environmental space. The second and subsequent axes are termed \"Specialization Factors\": they explain the species\' specialization, i.e., the ratio of the variance in the global distribution to that in the species distribution, thus quantifying the niche breadth \[[@B46]\]. The first specialization factor is the one that maximizes the variance in the global distribution (while orthogonal to the marginality factor). The other factors are then extracted in turn and sorted by decreasing order of specialization, with the first few factors generally containing most of the relevant information. Their small number and independence make them easier to use than the original EGVs without loosing too much information.

An overall marginality coefficient can be computed over all EGVs, so that the marginalities of different species within a given study area can be directly compared. High global marginality values indicate that the species lives in a very particular habitat within the study area, whereas a global marginality of 0 indicates the species is present everywhere in the study area. Similarly, a global specialization index can be used for among-species comparisons, provided the same geographical area is used as a reference. The inverse of specialization is a measure of the species\' ecological flexibility or \"tolerance\" \[[@B46],[@B59]\]. A global tolerance of 1 indicates no specialization at all (i.e., the species is able to tolerate as large deviations from its optimal conditions as available in the study area). Any value below 1 indicates some form of specialization.

Habitat suitability maps and validation of the model
----------------------------------------------------

Assuming that the frequency of species occurrences reflects Habitat Suitability (HS), the ENFA allows for the computation of a Habitat Suitability Index (HSI) for any cell in the study area with known environmental conditions, and thus the drawing of a HS map for the entire study area. Predictive HS maps were constructed from the ENFA factors for each molecular form of *An. gambiae*and for *An. arabiensis*in Cameroon. For each species, the number of factors included in the analysis resulted from a comparison of each factors\' eigenvalues based on a MacArthur\'s broken-stick distribution \[[@B59],[@B60]\]. Several algorithms have been developed to calculate HS scores from the ENFA factors \[[@B46],[@B58],[@B61]\]. All of them refer to the species frequency distribution on each of the selected factors.

In a first step, HS scores were calculated for each cell in the study area, using the standard median algorithm \[[@B46]\], which assumes that the environmental conditions are optimal where the species is most frequently found. For each factor, a partial HS score is calculated for each cell in the study area, from its situation relative to the median of the species distribution along the factor axis and is proportional to the area under the tail of the species distribution (e.g., the sum of all cells from the species distribution along the factor axis, that lie as far or farther away from the species median). This count is normalized in such a way that the HS score of any cell in the study area will vary from 0 (for a cell outside the species distribution) to 100 (for a cell lying in one of the two classes immediately adjacent to the median). This procedure is repeated for each selected ENFA factor and the final HSI for the cell is the weighted mean of partial HS scores on all factors \[[@B46]\]. The model\'s predictive power and accuracy was tested by means of a Jackknife cross validation procedure in *Biomapper 4.0*. Briefly, the presence data set is partitioned evenly and randomly into 10 partitions. Each partition is then used in turn to evaluate the predictions computed by a model calibrated on the other nine partitions \[[@B55],[@B59]\]. Three presence-only evaluation measures were devised and characterized by their mean and standard deviation across replicates. On the basis of an arbitrary threshold (HS = 50), the Absolute Validation Index (0 ≤ AVI ≤ 1) indicates how well the model discriminates high-suitability from low-suitability areas and the Contrast Validation Index (0 ≤ CVI ≤ AVI) indicates how much the model differs from a null model, which would predict habitat suitability at random \[[@B53],[@B59],[@B62]\]. Finally, the continuous Boyce index, a threshold-independent evaluator, provides a more continuous assessment of the model\'s predictive power \[[@B61]\]. It varies from -1 to 1 (0 indicating a random model) and is computed by the Spearman rank correlation coefficient between P/E (e.g. predicted-to-expected frequency ratio, Boyce\'s area-adjusted frequency \[[@B63]\]) and HS. We used a window size of 20 HS units and devised the corresponding continuous Boyce index *B*~*cont(20)*~. However, as stressed by Hirzel *et al*. \[[@B61]\], maps produced through the use of a continuous HS scale can be misleading because even good models suffer from uncertainty. Reclassified maps showing only a few classes of habitat suitability are therefore likely to be more honest about their actual information content, and provide more relevant predictions.

Therefore, in a second step, HS maps were reclassified following Hirzel *et al*. \[[@B61]\], through a detailed inspection of the P/E curves obtained for each taxon. We defined four classes of habitat suitability: (1) unsuitable, (2) marginal, (3) suitable and (4) optimal habitat. The boundaries between each class was set as follows: habitat suitability with no presence points (P/E = 0) denotes unsuitable habitat; habitat suitability values for which presences are less frequent than expected by chance alone (0 \< P/E ≤ 1) define marginal habitat; suitable and optimal habitat shared habitat suitability values for which presences are more frequent than expected by chance (P/E \> 1), the boundary being placed so as to maximize the P/E difference between them and limit overlap in P/E values \[[@B59],[@B61]\]. The predictive power and robustness of these reclassified maps were assessed as above, through the sequential Boyce Index *B4*(e.g., Spearman rank correlation coefficient between P/E and mean HS for each of the four HS classes, averaged over 10-fold resampling).

Habitat niche differentiation between taxa
------------------------------------------

We performed a discriminant analysis to compare the ecological niche of the M and S forms of *An. gambiae*and *An. arabiensis*in Cameroon \[[@B59]\]. Like the ENFA, this multivariate analysis works in the space defined by the environmental predictors, but it compares the distribution of two species one to the other, rather than comparing the distribution of one species to the distribution of environmental predictors in the reference set. For each pair of species, it computes the factor that maximizes the inter-species variance while minimizing within-species variance and therefore represents the direction along which both species are the most differentially distributed. Because this factor is a linear combination of the EGVs, it allows the identification of which EGVs discriminate most the niche of the two species. This integrative factor was further used to compute niche characteristics and niche overlap statistics between species based on resource use and distribution. We computed niche breadth by means of the standardized Levins\' index B\* and Hurlbert\'s index B\' \[[@B64]\]. To analyse how much the ecological niche of two species overlap, we used the Lloyd\'s asymmetric overlap index \[[@B64]\]. These computations are integrated in *Biomapper 4.0*and were conducted for each pair of taxa.

The similarity between the realized ecological niche of the M and S forms of *An. gambiae*and *An. arabiensis*was also assessed by the co-occurrence of pairs of taxa among sampled locations. An index of association, the point correlation coefficient *V*\[[@B65]\], was calculated for the forest biome (pooling localities falling in the AC and CP domains), and for the savanna biome (for localities falling in the AH, WH, TD, and SA domains). The coefficient ranges from -1 to +1, the sign of the coefficient denoting whether the species co-occur more (positive sign) or less (negative sign) than expected at random (*V*= 0) under given species frequencies. To assess the statistical significance of the index (null hypothesis: *V*= 0), we calculated 95% confidence intervals by bootstrapping *V*values 5,000 times by locality.

Cytogenetic analyses
--------------------

Polytene chromosomes extracted from the ovarian nurse cells of half-gravid *An. gambiae*(M and S form) females were squashed and stained according to standard protocols \[[@B66]\]. The banding patterns were examined under a phase-contrast microscope and chromosomal inversion karyotypes were determined by reference to the nomenclature and photomaps published by Touré *et al*. \[[@B25]\] and Coluzzi *et al*. \[[@B2]\]. Each karyotype was scored as a code composed of seven digits, each representing the zygotic status of a chromosomal inversion (0 for the homokaryotypic standard arrangement, 1 for the heterokaryotype and 2 for the inverted homokaryotype). The succession of digits followed the order of inversions on chromosome 2 according to the sequence 2R*j*-2R*b*-2R*c*-2R*d*-2R*u*-2R*k*-2L*a*. For example, the standard karyotype on both arms of chromosome-2, which is characteristic of the FOREST chromosomal form, was denoted as 0000000, while the 2R*bc*/*bc*2L*a*/*a*karyotype, which is characteristic of the MOPTI chromosomal form, would be encoded as 0220002.

The association between the chromosomal background of each molecular form and environmental variables at each sampled location was investigated by multivariate ordination techniques with the software CANOCO v4.5, as in \[[@B45]\]. The karyotypes recorded at each location were plotted in ordination space by detrended correspondence analysis (DCA) to assess the general relationships between karyotypes and environmental gradients in each molecular form.

The number of distinct genetic clusters in the dataset was inferred from cytogenetic data using a Bayesian clustering analysis as implemented in the software STRUCTURE v2.2 \[[@B67]-[@B69]\], without prior assignment to population units. The analyses were conducted in two ways. First, we considered each inversion as a bi-allelic locus, using whole karyotype data (as encoded above) as a multilocus genotype. Second, we repeated the analysis considering the fact that some inversions overlap (e.g. 2R*u*is included in 2R*d*with which it may share its distal breakpoint, and both inversions are therefore mutually exclusive on the same chromatid), or contiguous, representing extreme cases of very stable linkage disequilibrium (e.g. 2R*bc*, 2R*cu*, 2R*bcd*, 2R*bcu*, with inversion 2R*c*being barely ever observed alone). This led us to consider four independent chromosomal inversion systems on chromosome-2 \[[@B1],[@B23],[@B25]\]: inversion system 2R*j*/+, 2R*b*/*bc*/+, 2R*d*/*u*/+ and 2L*a*/+ (with \"+\" representing the standard, uninverted allele).

Individuals were clustered into a hypothetical number of discrete populations (*K*= 1\...10) and the probability of the data given *K*, Pr(*X*\|*K*), was computed for each run. We used the admixture model with correlated allele frequencies between populations with a burn-in period of 40,000 and 500,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo replications. Five independent runs were performed for each value of *K*to check for consistency across runs. The software calculates the logarithmic value of probability distribution, Ln(Pr(*X*\|*K*)) to determine the most likely number of clusters in the sample set (that is, the most likely value of *K*given the dataset). The probability of each individual belonging to each of the *K*populations was then plotted for the most likely value of *K*.

Results
=======

Mosquito Survey
---------------

The occurrence of *An. gambiae*complex mosquitoes was surveyed in 305 villages along a North-South transect across Cameroon (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Collections started in the village of Blangoua (12°47\'N; 14°34\'E) in North Cameroon on August 5, 2005 and ended in Campo (2°23\'N; 9°50\'E), at the border with Equatorial Guinea, on December 8, 2005. Females of *An. gambiae s.l*. were found in 264 villages, and the target sample size of ≥ 20 half-gravid *An. gambiae s.l*. per village was obtained from 128 villages (42%; median = 18.5; inter-quartile range = \[3.5, 22\]). A difference in average *An. gambiae s.l*. abundance, however, was observed among the biogeographic domains: in the northern settings (SA, TD, and AH), the target sample size was attained in most instances (median = 21; inter-quartile range = \[19, 24\]). This was not the case in the western highlands (median = 1; inter-quartile range = \[0, 5.5\]) and rainforest biome (median = 2; inter-quartile range = \[0, 7.5\]), despite the presence of large numbers of other anophelines (mainly *An. funestus*and *An. moucheti*). The lower abundance of *An. gambiae*mosquitoes in these ecological settings is in accordance with previous findings from Cameroon \[[@B14],[@B70]\]. Overall, more than 5,000 female *An. gambiae s.l*. were collected, among which 4,231 were identified to species and molecular form. *Anopheles arabiensis*represented 44.7% of the total sample, largely dominating in samples from the northernmost region (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), as it was previously reported \[[@B14]\]. Of the remaining 2,339 mosquitoes identified as *An. gambiae s.s.*, the S form accounted for 93.6%, and the M form for 6.4%. No M/S hybrids were detected, and all the specimens could be assigned to one or the other of the two molecular forms. The S form was present in 225 villages (73.8% of the villages sampled) while the M form occurred in only 48 villages (15.7%). Both forms were found together in 41 villages, mainly clustered in the southern forest zone and at the fringe of the Adamaoua Mountains (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Distribution of *Anopheles gambiae*complex mosquitoes in Cameroon**. Relative abundance of members of the *An. gambiae*complex collected along a North-to-South transect from 5 August to 8 December 2005. Pies show the frequency of *An. arabiensis*(grey), *An. gambiae*M (black) and *An. gambiae*S (white) in each sampled locality. The area of the circle is proportional to the number of specimens identified. The only other member of the *An. gambiae*complex present in Cameroon, namely *An. melas*was collected only from a single locality (Campo, southernmost sampled point along the Atlantic coast), and it is not shown.](1472-6785-9-17-2){#F2}

Predictions of habitat suitability based on the ENFA are affected by the number of presence points available for analysis \[[@B71]\]. When the prevalence is \<10% or presence points are \<50, presence-only evaluators cannot assess adequately the overall quality of the model \[[@B61]\]. As the number of presence points for the M form in our sample was \<50, we included in the dataset additional presence points from previously published records \[[@B14],[@B70]\], as well as results of cross-sectional surveys we conducted in the central province of Cameroon between October and December 2006. This resulted in the addition of 108 new sites (white dots in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), providing 102 additional presence points for the S form (total N = 327) and 32 for the M form (total N = 80). The model validation indices for the ENFA of this expanded dataset were higher than when only the data of the transect were considered, especially for the M form (data not shown). Unless otherwise indicated, therefore, the expanded dataset was used for further statistical analyses.

Ecological Niche Factor Analysis
--------------------------------

The global marginality value was higher for the M form (1.230) than the S form (1.075); these figures indicate that both molecular forms occupied a restricted subset of environmental conditions of those available across Cameroon. Global tolerance indices were 0.733 and 0.624 for the S and M forms, respectively, indicating low tolerance towards deviations from their optimal habitat. The S form, however, appeared slightly more prone than the M form to occur in sub-optimal habitats. Thus, the environmental niche of the M form was narrower overall than that of the S form, in accordance with the observed pattern of geographical distribution. The most striking result of the ENFA, was the marked influence of two EGVs related to human presence and activity, i.e. proximity to main roads and to villages (Additional files [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Both forms also showed marked preference for relatively flat and open (therefore windier) areas such as croplands, their presence being negatively correlated with altitude. This was especially true for the S form, which exhibited avoidance of the evergreen forest (negative value of the marginality factor and high value of the first specialization factor for this EGV; Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), preferring the dry savanna and deciduous forest. Moreover, the S form preferred warmer habitats with higher evapotranspiration and lower than average water vapour pressure. A high level of specialization suggests that the S form tended to avoid areas with extremely high or extremely low rainfall, although the marginality for this EGV was low.

Applying MacArthurs\' broken-stick rule, ten factors, explaining 93.5% of the overall information, were retained to calculate the habitat suitability of the S form (Additional file [1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As shown in Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, a core of favourable habitat for this taxon is found in the dry savanna of North Cameroon, encompassing the large region where cotton is produced in this country. Habitat suitability decreases when moving northwards, in the most arid area around Lake Chad, and southwards, toward more humid environments. Patches of favourable habitat however, are also found in areas where the vegetation cover is highly degraded by human activities, such as the hilly landscapes at the fringe of the Adamaoua and Western Highlands, and the densely populated area around Yaoundé. The humid Atlantic Coast, as well as the remote regions of the deep evergreen rainforest of the Congo basin in the East or the uninhabited natural game reserves in the North-central part of the country, appear unsuitable for this mosquito.

![**Habitat suitability maps of *An. gambiae*complex mosquitoes in Cameroon**. Habitat suitability (HS) maps showing presence points (black dots) that were used for the ENFA for members of the *An. gambiae*complex in Cameroon. Habitat quality is classified in four classes of decreasing suitability: optimal (red), suitable (orange), marginal (yellow) and unsuitable (white). A: *An. gambiae*S form. HS map based on N = 328 presence points showing optimal (4.0% of the total study area), suitable (12.3%), marginal (25.3%) and unsuitable (58.4%) habitat. B: *An. gambiae*M form. HS map based on N = 80 presence points showing optimal (2.3% of the total study area), suitable (18.3%), marginal (34.7%) and unsuitable (44.7%) habitat. C: *An. arabiensis*. HS map based on N = 189 presence points showing optimal (5.6% of the total study area), suitable (22.0%), marginal (3.6%) and unsuitable (68.8%) habitat.](1472-6785-9-17-3){#F3}

The M molecular form showed a fairly different profile of EGVs on habitat suitability than the S form (Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Above and beyond the influence of anthropogenic EGVs, as discussed above, the presence of the M form was restricted to sites near water bodies. In contrast to the S form, the M form avoided regions of greater sunlight exposure, preferring habitats with higher water vapour pressure, lower temperatures and lower evapotranspiration. Moreover, the occurrence of the M form was positively correlated with higher annual rainfall and the presence of the evergreen rainforest, the highest level of specialization being observed for this latter EGV. Based on five factors, explaining 86.4% of total information (Additional file [2](#S2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the habitat suitability map of the M form (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) identifies areas of favourable habitat that are substantially more restricted than for the S form: optimal habitat clusters mainly around Yaounde, the capital city, with patch extensions westwards on the Atlantic shore, in valleys of the Western Highlands, and southwards along the main network of roads leading to Equatorial Guinea and Gabon. Eastwards, inside the rainforest of the Congo basin, where human population is scarce, and northwards, beyond the evergreen forest distributional limit, the habitat was essentially unsuitable for the M form, although pockets of marginal and suitable habitat were found in areas where large water reservoirs (Adamaoua) and irrigation schemes (northern provinces) occur.

The ENFA and habitat suitability analyses were also performed for the sibling species *An. arabiensis*, which occurred in 189 villages of the expanded dataset. The global marginality and tolerance indices were 1.754 and 0.289, respectively, indicating that this species had even more specific habitat requirements than the molecular forms of *An. gambiae*in Cameroon. The EGVs having the strongest correlation with the presence of *An. arabiensis*were similar to those identified for the S form of *An. gambiae*. In particular, spatial units of high habitat suitability had larger values of evapotranspiration, temperature, solar radiation, and windspeed, whereas a negative correlation was observed with rainfall, water vapour pressure, and the occurrence of the evergreen forest. The first three factors of the ENFA, explaining 91.7% of overall information, were retained to compute the habitat suitability index of *An. arabiensis*(Additional file [3](#S3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Given the high marginality value observed for this species, the HSI values were derived using the area-adjusted median with extreme optimum algorithm, which has been proposed to account for \"edge of niche\" effects in species with high marginality values in a given study area \[[@B58]\]. The resulting reclassified HS map (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) clearly identifies the more arid regions of Cameroon, north of the Adamaoua Mountains, as the most suitable habitat for *An. arabiensis*. In agreement with the observed distribution of this species in Cameroon, the ENFA also identified patches of suitable habitat at the fringe of the Adamaoua Highlands. South of the Adamaoua Mountains, the habitat is unsuitable to this species.

The three indices calculated to evaluate the prediction ability of the habitat suitability models were higher for the S form than for the M form and *An. arabiensis*(Additional file [4](#S4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). While slightly higher, the AVI for the S form (0.498 ± 0.147) was similar to that of the M form (0.483 ± 0.202), indicating that the fraction of correctly classified presence points was around 0.5 for both forms. The AVI was lower for *An. arabiensis*(0.369 ± 0.208). These figures suggest that the set of EGVs retained in our model were able to capture only a fraction of the complexity of the eco-geographical determinants of habitat suitability for both molecular forms of *An. gambiae*and *An. arabiensis*. However, a mean CVI of 0.427 ± 0.145 for the S form, 0.395 ± 0.199 for the M form and 0.312 ± 0.200 for *An. arabiensis*indicated that modelling using the selected EGVs was able to distinguish the specific habitat preferred by each species from the overall habitat available in the study area. The Boyce\'s continuous index was positive and high for both molecular forms of *An. gambiae*and *An. arabiensis*attesting the good predictive power of the model. However, the large standard deviation observed especially in the case of the M form and *An. arabiensis*reflected the low robustness of the continuous model. When HS data were reclassified into 4 discrete classes, the Boyce\'s *B4*index was maximum for the S form (1 ± 0.0) and somewhat lower for the M form (0.970 ± 0.063) and *An. arabiensis*(0.948 ± 0.078), indicating that the reclassified maps presented in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} are reliable to predict habitat suitability of all the three taxa in Cameroon.

Ecological niche breadth, differentiation and overlap
-----------------------------------------------------

Results of the discriminant analysis of the ecological niche of species pairs are shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. In all pair comparisons, the discriminant axis did not segregate the two species under scrutiny. However, the discriminant functions indicate for which eco-geographical variables the species differed the most (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Arid conditions (e.g., higher sunlight exposure, higher temperatures, higher levels of evapotranspiration) in an open environment favoured the S form and *An. arabiensis*over the M form. On the other hand, a higher frequency of forest, higher water vapour pressure and higher rainfall correlated with the occurrence of the M form. Niche differentiation between the S form and *An. arabiensis*was mainly due to the ability of the S form to colonize forested areas in South Cameroon, while the suitability of arid environments was more pronounced for *An. arabiensis*. Niche breadth indices indicated that the habitat niche of the S form is substantially larger than that of the M form and *An. arabiensis*(Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The Lloyd\'s asymmetric ecological niche overlap indices of the S form over the niche of the M form and *An. arabiensis*were 13.7 and 18.1, respectively, whereas the reciprocal overlap was only 3.3 with the M form, and 10.5 with *An. arabiensis*. These findings indicate that the habitat width of *An. gambiae*S largely encompassed the habitat width of the M form, while the overlap with the M form occurred only in a limited fraction of the S range in Cameroon. Interspecific overlap was more pronounced between *An. arabiensis*and the S form, whereas *An. arabiensis*and the M form occurred in opposite geographical areas of Cameroon, resulting in very limited overlap between their respective ecological niches (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Statistics of ecological niche breadth and overlap for members of the *An. gambiae*complex in Cameroon

  Species1:                                           *An. gambiae*S   *An. gambiae*M   *An. gambiae*S
  --------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------
  Niche breadth                                                                         
  Standardized Levin\'s *B\**                         0.416/0.164      0.376/0.230      0.449/0.308
  Hurlbert\'s *B\'*                                   0.509/0.276      0.161/0.407      0.702/0.295
  Niche overlap                                                                         
  Hurlbert\'s overlap (*L*)                           1.794            0.673            1.471
  Lloyd\'s interspecific patchiness (*I*)             2.789            0.870            2.120
  Lloyd\'s asymmetric niche overlap (*Z*~*x*(*y*)~)   10.49/18.07      3.27/1.34        3.26/13.74

Indices of ecological niche breadth and overlap \[[@B64]\] calculated over the first discriminant axis segregating Species 1 from Species 2 of a pair (cf. Figure 4).

![**Ecological niche overlap along the discriminant factor**. Ecological niche overlap between *An. gambiae*M and S forms (A), M and *An. arabiensis*(B) and S and *An. arabiensis*(C). *Left*, frequency plot along the discriminant factor showing niche breadth and overlap; *Right*, schematic representation of the discriminant function showing the contribution of the different eco-geographical variables (EGVs, see *Methods*) to the discriminant factor.](1472-6785-9-17-4){#F4}

The coefficients of association (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}) indicated a weak, although statistically significant, degree of co-occurrence of all pairs of taxa in the forest and savanna domains. It was not possible to calculate the index for species pairs that included *An. arabiensis*in the forest biome due to its absence from this biogeographic domain. The coefficient was marginally higher for M and S in the forest, which suggests that in this habitat the two forms have a more similar ecological niche than in the savannas.

###### 

Association analysis of species/forms co-occurrence across sampled locations

  Biogeographic Domain^a^    *An. Arabiensis vs. An. gambiae*S   *An. Arabiensis vs. An. gambiae*M   *An. gambiae*M *vs. An. gambiae*S
  -------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------- -----------------------------------
  Savanna (SA, TD, AH, WH)   +0.16                               +0.11                               +0.11
                             (+0.01, +0.33)                      (+0.07, +0.14)                      (+0.02, +0.18)
  Forest (CP, AC)            \-                                  \-                                  +0.26
                                                                                                     (+0.08, +0.43)

^a^Biogeographic domains are as defined in Figure 1: SA, Sahelian Area; TD, Tropical Dry; AH, Adamaoua Highlands; WH, Western Highlands; CP, Central Plateau; AC, Atlantic Coast.

Association coefficients *V*(95% bootstrap confidence limits) assessing the degree of co-occurrence of species pairs across sampled locations, stratified by major biogeographic domains.

Chromosomal polymorphism and molecular forms
--------------------------------------------

A total of 1,987 karyotypes were scored for inversions on both arms of chromosome-2: 1,851 karyotypes belonged to the S form and 136 to the M form (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). We distinguished 30 karyotypes based on the most common chromosomal inversions found in *An. gambiae*(i.e. 2R*j*, *b*, *c*, *d*, *u*, *k*and 2L*a*); 11 of these arrangements were shared between the M and S forms, and 18 were found only in the S form. Thus, 91.7% (11/12) of the chromosomal arrangements observed in the M form were recorded also in the S form, whereas only 37.9% (11/29) of the karyotypes observed in the S form were also recorded in the M form. Overall, the index of chromosomal diversity (calculated according to Coluzzi \[[@B72]\] as 1/Σ*p*~*i*~^2^, where *p*~*i*~is the frequency of each karyotype in the population) was far lower in the M form (1.78) than in the S form (7.41). The index for S was highest in the highlands, whereas it was close to one (i.e. no polymorphism) in the forest area on the Atlantic coast and central plateau; a similar trend was observed for the M form. Several rare or previously undescribed chromosomal inversions were found; these are reported elsewhere \[[@B73]\]. The 2R*j*inversion was recorded at the heterozygous state only in seven specimens of the S form collected from four villages, and it was always in linkage with inversion 2R*k*(which encompasses the 2R*b*), suggesting that these two inversions float at low frequencies in North Cameroon.

###### 

Geographical distribution and frequency of karyotypes recorded from the molecular forms of *An. gambiae*in Cameroon

               Biogeographic Domain^a^                                                                              
  ------------ ------------------------- ------ ---- ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------ -------------
  0000000                                                          8             8      44     85     57     266    468 (23.55)
  0000001                                                   1      13            10     1      6      1      2      34 (1.71)
  0000002                                                   1      7             5                                  13 (0.65)
  0100000                                            1             14            5             6             7      33 (1.66)
  0100001                                            12            37            5             1                    55 (2.77)
  0100002                                1           32     4      55            6                                  98 (4.93)
  0110001                                            1             2                                                3 (0.15)
  0110002                                            2             3                                                5 (0.25)
  0111000                                                          2                                                2 (0.10)
  0111001                                            8             13                                               21 (1.06)
  0111002                                3           14     2      23                                               42 (2.11)
  0200000                                            1             19            4                                  24 (1.21)
  0200001                                1           26     1      73            4                                  105 (5.28)
  0200002                                20          143    7      137    1      5                                  313 (15.75)
  0210000                                                          1             1                                  2 (0.10)
  0210001                                            6             5                                                11 (0.55)
  0210002                                3           8             22                                               33 (1.66)
  0211000                                            3             3             1                                  7 (0.35)
  0211001                                2           31     4      60     1                                         98 (4.93)
  0211002                                56          198    4      164    1      1                                  424 (21.34)
  0220001                                                          1                                                1 (0.05)
  0220202      1                                                                                                    1 (0.05)
  0221001                                            1                                                              1 (0.05)
  0221002                                5           8             2                                                15 (0.76)
  0222001                                3           14     1      5                                                23 (1.16)
  0222002                                29          78     4      37                                               148 (7.45)
  1100012                                                          1                                                1 (0.05)
  1200011                                            1                                                              1 (0.05)
  1200012                                            2             1                                                3 (0.15)
  1211012                                1           1                                                              2 (0.10)
                                                                                                                    
  Total        1                         124    0    591    29     708    3      55     45     98     58     275    1987 (100)
                                                                                                                    
  1/Σp~i~^2^   1.00                      3.47   \-   5.05   6.95   8.03   3.00   9.03   1.05   1.32   1.04   1.07   

^a^Biogeographic domains are as defined in Figure 1: SA, Sahelian Area; TD, Tropical Dry; AH, Adamaoua Highlands; WH, Western Highlands; CP, Central Plateau; AC, Atlantic Coast.

^b^Karyotypes are encoded according to the sequence of inversions on chromosome-2, each digit corresponding to the observed karyotype for inversions 2R*j*, *b*, *c*, *d*, *u*, *k*and 2L*a*, respectively.

1/Σp~i~^2^: chromosomal diversity index, where p~i~is the frequency each karyotype in the population \[[@B72]\].

Distribution and frequency of chromosome-2 karyotypes observed in the M and S molecular forms of *An. gambiae*in Cameroon.

The plot in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows all karyotypes recorded in the M and S forms along the first two axes of the detrended correspondence analysis (DCA). The first axis, which explains 22.2% of the total variance in karyotype distribution, can be related to a decreasing aridity gradient (from left to right): variables associated to the more humid conditions characteristic of the rainforest biome (that is, water vapour pressure and rainfall) increase on the right end, whereas variables characterizing more arid conditions (e.g. exposure to sunlight, evapotranspiration, wind speed and temperature) increase toward the left side of the axis. The distribution of karyotypes along this axis reveals a common pattern between the M and S forms, although this is perhaps more obvious in the S form due to the wider spread of karyotypes along this axis (insert in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The standard homokaryotype (0000000S), as well as the 2R*b*or 2L*a*heterokaryotypes that typically define the FOREST chromosomal form rank at the far right of the plot, where they cluster together with the same karyotypes of M, in the area of the plot that defines the environmental conditions of the rainforest. On the other hand, karyotypes with various combinations of inversions 2R*b*, 2R*c*, 2R*d*, 2R*u*and 2L*a*at the homozygous state are found at the left end of the aridity gradient, in agreement with the prevalence of such karyotypes in the drier areas of the distribution range of *An. gambiae*. Karyotypes that are mainly composed of inversions in a heterozygous state score in between these extremes, with no obvious distribution trend. The global distribution of karyotypes along the first axis of the DCA is consistent with the hypothesis of divergent selection acting on homokaryotypes along an \"aridity\" gradient, favouring standard arrangements in more humid areas and inverted karyotypes in the drier environments.

![**Distribution in multivariate ordination space of chromosome-2 karyotypes of the *An. gambiae*molecular forms**. Detrended Correspondence Analysis (DCA) of chromosome-2 karyotypes in the M (blue circles) and S (green squares) molecular forms of *An. gambiae*on the first two ordination axes. Karyotypes are encoded according to the sequence of inversions on chromosome-2, each digit corresponding to the observed karyotype for inversions 2R*j*,*b*,*c*,*d*,*u*,*k*and 2L*a*, respectively. Eco-geographical variables (EGVs, see*Methods*) are passively plotted (unconstrained analysis) in the upper-right diagram to show how they correlate with the two ordination axes. For visualization clarity, only EGVs with significant scores are shown. The lower-right diagram zooms in to show the crowded central part of the main diagram on the left. All three diagrams are intended to be part of the same plot, and are here separated only for visualization purposes. WVP: Water Vapour Pressure; sun-expo: Sunlight exposure; dist-road: Distance to roads; dist-water: Distance to water bodies; Deciduous: Deciduous woodland; Mosaic: Forest-savanna mosaic.](1472-6785-9-17-5){#F5}

The second axis of the DCA, which explained 8.4% of total variance, is more difficult to interpret; it represents an environmental gradient mostly correlated with altitude, temperature, and the frequency of cultivated (cropland) *vs*. less disturbed savanna and forest-savanna habitats (Savanna, Deciduous, and Mosaic EGVs). Thus, we interpret it as a gradient separating cooler undisturbed highlands from warmer lowlands and valleys under heavier human pressure. It is particularly significant that this axis markedly segregated the karyotypes found in the savanna populations of the M and S forms, given that the molecular form status did not enter as an \'explanatory variable\' in this type of analysis. Karyotypes of the S form clustered lower on the axis (higher altitude and less disturbed habitats), and those of the M form scored higher up on this gradient (lower altitude and more anthropogenic landscapes). Ranking of the same karyotypes at different height along this axis when they are in an M or S genetic background (see for example, karyotypes 0000002S and 0000002M in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) suggests a level of ecological differentiation between molecular forms that is not captured by chromosomal polymorphism. Notwithstanding the exact interpretation of the second ordination axis, the fact that molecular forms segregated along the second main environmental gradient regardless of chromosomal status corroborates the notion that molecular forms represent valid ecological units in addition to reproductive units, and it demonstrates that--as found in Burkina Faso \[[@B45]\]--the adaptive value of chromosomal inversions is modulated by the genetic background of each form.

To investigate further the relationship between chromosomal and molecular status, we applied Bayesian multilocus genetic clustering algorithms to karyotype data using the software STRUCTURE, without prior assignment of each karyotype to the observed molecular form population. We predicted that i) if alternative chromosomal arrangements segregate at different frequencies within each molecular form, we would expect two clusters, one for each molecular form; ii) if molecular forms hybridize, we would expect two clusters, one for each molecular form, and one or more additional clusters containing those \'admixed\' individuals for which introgression is occurring; or iii) if specific chromosomal arrangement combinations define panmictic chromosomal entities, specimens would cluster according to chromosomal status, irrespective of their molecular status.

As a first approach, each chromosomal inversion was considered as a bi-allelic locus; subsequently, due to overlap and linkage between some inversions, we repeated the analysis identifying loci by chromosomal inversion *systems*as defined by \[[@B1],[@B23],[@B25]\]. A few specimens carrying the inversions 2R*j*and 2R*bk*(N = 7, Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) were omitted in the latter analysis, without detectable changes in the output. Results by the two approaches were concordant: both detected three genetic clusters in the dataset (Additional file [5](#S5){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All clusters were composed of specimens belonging to both the M and S forms, suggesting that alternative chromosomal arrangements did not segregate at contrasting frequencies between molecular forms (Additional file [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The first cluster (Cluster 1, identified by the green colour in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) corresponded essentially to the FOREST chromosomal form \[[@B1]\]. It was composed mainly of specimens carrying the monomorphic standard arrangement at all inversion systems on chromosome-2 (karyotypes 0000000), with additional low-level polymorphism for inversions 2R*b*and 2L*a*only in the S form (Additional file [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As shown in Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, where individuals are arranged according to biogeographic domain and latitude of collection, specimens belonging to this cluster were mainly collected in the rainforest area (Central Plateau and Atlantic Coast). Mosquitoes collected in savanna biotopes were partitioned into two distinct genetic clusters based on their karyotype (identified by the yellow and red colours in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), without further clustering by geography with respect to latitude. A clinal pattern of relative abundance of the two clusters, however, was somewhat apparent (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Cluster 2 (in yellow) was mainly composed of specimens polymorphic for the 2R*b*and 2L*a*inversions only (Additional file [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), with a high frequency of inverted homozygotes. It closely resembles the cluster grouping together most S form specimens sampled in the dry savannas of Burkina Faso \[[@B45]\], and typically corresponds to the SAVANNA chromosomal form of Coluzzi *et al*. \[[@B1]\], which is widespread throughout Africa. This cluster intergraded with Cluster 1 at the ecotone between the humid southern savannas and the rainforest, as can be seen in Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, where some specimens with mixed ancestry (i.e. individuals whose probabilities of membership to Cluster 1 and 2 are substantial; these individuals are identified by their bars being almost equally subdivided in green and yellow) were apparent in this area, especially at the margins of the highlands. Intergradation between Clusters 1 and 2 was more obvious in S than in M, probably because of the sparseness of the savanna populations of the latter taxon (Figure [6B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). Finally, Cluster 3 (identified by red bars in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) was characterized by a high level of polymorphism for each inversion system (Additional file [6](#S6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This cluster comprised individuals carrying the 2R*bc*and 2R*d*arrangements, in combination or not with other inversions. In our samples, the frequency of mosquitoes belonging to this cluster increased when moving northwards (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). All M and S individuals from Cluster 3 carried karyotypes that would put them under the (polymorphic) SAVANNA chromosomal form described by Coluzzi *et al*. \[[@B1]\] from collections carried out in Mali \[[@B25]\] and Nigeria \[[@B23]\]. However, contrary to expectations \[[@B1],[@B74]\] and despite considerable geographical overlap and sympatry throughout the savanna areas of Cameroon (Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}), there was lower occurrence of mixed ancestry between the two SAVANNA clusters (2 and 3) than between each of them and cluster 1 (FOREST). To quantify the degree of intergradation between clusters, we classified any mosquito with \>10% probability to belong to more than one cluster as an admixed individual (due to hybridization or shared ancestry). We detected 166 admixed individuals between Clusters 1 and 2 (8.4% of the total number of specimens included in the analysis), 81 between Clusters 1 and 3 (4.1%) and 51 (2.6%) between Clusters 2 and 3. Among these, 7 specimens (0.4%) could be assigned to any of the three clusters with probability \>10%. Overall, these results indicate that the boundaries between chromosomally-defined clusters were permeable and that they assorted independently of molecular form status. Because a wealth of evidence substantiates the ecological and reproductive unity of the molecular forms, it is likely that the distribution of chromosomal arrangements that we observed merely reflected directional selection acting on different karyotypes in alternative environments, *within*both M and S.

![**Assignment of *An. gambiae*karyotypes by multilocus genetic clustering**. Genetic cluster analysis using STRUCTURE based on chromosome-2 karyotypes of the M and S form of *An. gambiae*in Cameroon. Each individual mosquito is represented by a thin horizontal line divided into *K*= 3 (most likely value of *K*) coloured segments that represent the individual\'s estimated membership fraction to each of the *K*= 3 clusters. A. Output based on chromosomal inversions stratified by decreasing latitude of the specimen\'s sampling locality (top = North to bottom = South); biogeographic domains are given on the left (cf. Figure 1). B. Same as in A, with specimens sorted according to their molecular form status. A black line separates specimens of the S (above) and M (below) molecular forms and within each form, specimens are sorted by decreasing latitude of the collection locality.](1472-6785-9-17-6){#F6}

Discussion
==========

There is clear evidence from recent molecular and population genetics studies that the M and S molecular forms of *An. gambiae*have achieved an advanced state of reproductive isolation \[[@B7],[@B8],[@B32],[@B33]\]. Here, we explored to which extent both molecular forms are differentiated on ecological grounds by comparing their geographical and ecological ranges across the whole of Cameroon, and by assessing their level of chromosomal polymorphism and divergence (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). By modelling species distributions with presence-only data, we provided evidence that both forms exhibited measurable differences in their ecological niche across the country, as their presence was correlated to different combinations of eco-geographical variables (EGVs) such as rainfall, temperature, and quality of land cover. Both forms were also shown to differ ecologically from the sibling species, *An. arabiensis*. However, the fundamental environmental envelope of the two molecular forms overlapped to a large extent in the rainforest biome, where they are both present, and our cytological investigations confirmed that they share similar combinations of chromosomal arrangements in response to environmental changes. Accordingly, the population structure inferred from chromosomal arrangements was consistent with three genetic clusters that corresponded only in part to the FOREST and SAVANNA chromosomal forms of *An. gambiae*\[[@B1],[@B23],[@B25]\]. Each of these cytological clusters contained a mixture of M and S specimens, suggesting that chromosomal arrangements assort independently of molecular form status. In both M and S genetic backgrounds, alternative homokaryotypes segregated in contrasted environments (e.g. standard karyotypes being found in more humid environments whereas inverted arrangements were more frequent in dry savannas), consistent with a strong adaptive value of chromosomal rearrangements and the premise that the homokaryotypes are specifically favoured in certain environmental conditions \[[@B23],[@B74],[@B75]\]. Below, we discuss how these findings complement earlier investigations of molecular and chromosomal differentiation within *An. gambiae*and allow additional inferences supporting the \"ecotypification\" model of speciation proposed by Coluzzi \[[@B37]\], while highlighting specific characteristics of the *An. gambiae*populations inhabiting the core of the species\' range in Central Africa.

###### 

Summary of ecological and chromosomal divergence between molecular froms of *An. gambiae*in Cameroon.

                                                            M form                                                                                                S form
  --------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Ecological niche**                                                                                                                                            
  ***Fundamental niche***                                                                                                                                         
  Breadth                                                   Limited, mainly restricted to the forest biome South of the country                                   Large, encompassing all biogeographic domains
  Discriminant EGVs                                         Rainforest landscape, high Water Vapor Pressure, High rainfall, Proximity of permanent water bodies   Sunlight exposure, High temperature and evapotranspiration, \"open\" landscapes (savannas, croplands)
  Overlap                                                   Extensive overlap with S Limited overlap with *An. arabiensis*                                        Limited overlap with M Large overlap with *An. arabiensis*
  ***Realized niche***                                                                                                                                            
  Geographical distribution                                 Patchy                                                                                                Continuous
  Co-occurrence                                             Extensive sympatry with S Limited sympatry with *An. arabiensis*                                      Extensive sympatry with M (South) Extensive sympatry with *An. arabiensis*(North)
  **Chromosome-2 polymorphism**                                                                                                                                   
  Level of polymorphism^a^                                  Low (1/Σpi^2^= 1.71)                                                                                  High (1/Σpi^2^= 7.41)
  No. of karyotypes observed                                12                                                                                                    29
  No. of \"private\" karyotypes^b^                          1                                                                                                     18
  Segregation of karyotypes along environmental gradients   Yes                                                                                                   Yes
  Segregation of karyotypes in chromosomal clusters         Yes                                                                                                   Yes

^a^1/Σp~i~^2^: chromosomal diversity index, where p~i~is the frequency each karyotype in the population \[[@B72]\].

^b^Number of haplotypes that were found in only one molecular form.

Mapping the ecological niche of *An. gambiae*in Cameroon
--------------------------------------------------------

One of the most striking results of our analysis of the ecological niche of both molecular forms of *An. gambiae*and *An. arabiensis*in Cameroon is that all three taxa appeared to colonize only a fraction of the environmental diversity present across the country, as defined by the combination of eco-geographical variables that we included in the Ecological Niche Factor Analysis (ENFA). The most obvious and strongest inference of the ENFA was that the quality of the habitat for mosquitoes of the *An. gambiae*complex was markedly associated with variables reflecting the presence and activity of humans in both Cameroon and Burkina Faso, West Africa \[[@B45]\], in agreement with the highly anthropophilic and domestic behaviour of these species. This suggests that the most important resource pertaining to the ecological niche of these mosquitoes is the availability of humans. These findings further suggest that, beyond climatic changes, current urbanization processes and ongoing demographic changes in Africa are likely to impact on vector distributions and malaria epidemiology to a considerable extend in the near future. In this context, fine-scale mapping of the ecological niche of major disease vectors and characterization of their ecological requirements are of paramount interest to properly assess and predict disease transmission risks. However, it is not known to what degree these inferences may be biased by sampling mosquitoes only inside human dwellings, especially given that species distributions were modelled using presence-only data \[[@B76]\]. Nonetheless, some validation of our sampling design derives from having found the expected difference between *An. arabiensis*and the molecular forms of *An. gambiae*in the strength of the correlation with human-related EGVs, as the former species is characterized by less anthropophagic feeding tendencies and documented records of feral populations of *An. arabiensis*are available, whereas similar findings have never been reported for *An. gambiae*\[[@B49],[@B50],[@B77],[@B78]\].

Despite a high global marginality and evidence for some degree of niche specialization, the S form was observed in a large range of ecological settings, while the M form and *An. arabiensis*had much narrower and contrasted distributions. The M form was most abundant in the rainforest area, where it coexisted with the S form. Sparse populations of M were also observed in the savanna, usually in association with large water reservoirs or irrigation schemes. The S form had the largest distribution range, extending from the forest belt to the arid sahelian steppes where *An. arabiensis*was the most common of the three taxa. This pattern of distribution of the three taxa is at odds with what is generally observed in the savannas of West Africa. There, the M form is most abundant in more arid areas, where it coexists with *An. arabiensis*, generally exploiting temporally stable sources of water for breeding. Although we recorded the presence of a few M individuals in northern Cameroon, such areas were colonized essentially by *An. arabiensis*, as observed in East Africa where the M form is absent. The absence of 2R*bc*/*bc*2L*a*/*a*karyotypes in M from Cameroon (i.e. 0220002M in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}), and elsewhere in Central and Eastern Africa, may explain this inconsistency. These chromosomal variants are among the most abundant in M populations from Burkina Faso \[[@B45]\] and presumably compete more successfully against *An. arabiensis*in arid environments.

Both visual inspection of habitat suitability maps and the indices of niche breadth indicate that the distribution of the M form in Cameroon was patchier than that of S. In fact, during our survey we could not record the presence of M in several locations falling in regions of high habitat suitability, especially in the rainforest area South and West of Yaoundé, justifying the presence-only approach to habitat suitability modelling. Conversely, we detected the presence of M in locations of poorer habitat quality in the central and northern parts of the country. This might reflect the low robustness of the modelling approach, e.g. because of the omission of ecologically relevant environmental variables, which could explain the suboptimal values of some of the model validation indices. Perhaps more importantly, the discrepancy may also result from the lack of correspondence between the spatial resolution and spatial extent used in modelling, and the environmental grain to which the species is responding \[[@B76],[@B79],[@B80]\]. Fine-grain studies of the distribution of the M and S forms at higher spatial and temporal resolutions are currently ongoing in South Cameroon, where both forms were found to occur in sympatry.

The patchier distribution of the M form might also result from inter-form competition with S, especially in areas of equal habitat suitability where both forms compete for the same resources. The lack of localities where both forms were equally abundant, as observed in this and other studies carried out in Cameroon \[[@B8],[@B14],[@B31],[@B34]\] or elsewhere within the rainforest area of West and Central Africa \[[@B15],[@B35],[@B81],[@B82]\], is consistent with this hypothesis. However, a problem common to these observational studies is the inability to know whether such patterns reflect present competitive displacement or \"the ghost of competition past\". Regardless, the ecological mechanisms underlying either process are largely unknown. Differential susceptibility to larval predation in alternative habitats was proposed to explain the micro-geographic distribution of M and S in the West African savannas \[[@B19]\], but comparable evidence from the forest domain is lacking.

Dispersal abilities can have an impact on the relationship between the fundamental environmental niche and the actual geographical distribution of a species \[[@B83]\]. Populations with high dispersal ability may exist transiently in unsuitable habitat patches where their fitness is negative: their realized niche can be larger than the fundamental environmental niche. Conversely, species limited by dispersal may not occur in patches of suitable habitat: their realized niche can be smaller than the fundamental environmental envelope where the species can survive and reproduce. Ecological estimates of dispersal rates are difficult to obtain; in *An. gambiae*, estimates of dispersal range widely depending upon environmental conditions \[[@B48],[@B84]-[@B89]\] and comparative measures of M and S vagility are not available as yet. However, genetic estimates of population differentiation provide a measure of the ability of a species to exchange immigrants--an indirect estimator of dispersal. Population genetic studies have evidenced a higher level of population differentiation in the case of the M form as compared to the S form \[[@B4],[@B8],[@B32]\]. If active dispersal is prevalent over passive transport, our results provide circumstantial evidence for a lower degree of vagility of M as compared to S.

The M molecular form in Cameroon exhibited a fundamentally different ecological niche than that identified from populations of M in Burkina Faso \[[@B45]\]. The impact of EGVs that were common to the two studies acted in opposite directions. That was the case for climatic variables such as temperature, evapotranspiration, and exposure to solar radiation. How can such differences be explained? A likely hypothesis is that there are two--essentially allopatric--populations defined as M that have genetically diverged to the extent that they might represent separate taxa \[[@B32]\]. Our chromosomal analysis agrees with this hypothesis: the few M polymorphic specimens scattered in the northern savanna habitats of Cameroon segregated in a separate genetic cluster from the monomorphic standard M individuals of the southern forested environments, that is, the two ecotypes did not intergrade with each other. Conversely, the savanna populations of M in Cameroon were chromosomally more similar to those in Burkina Faso, although the precise relationship between these geographical populations is blurred by a different pattern of chromosomal polymorphism. These results are consistent with the inferred genetic structure of M and S populations across all the main biotopes occurring in Ghana, where molecular forms were genetically more differentiated across rather than within ecological zones \[[@B15]\]. Such result is also consistent with further subdivision of the gene pool in the S form, in agreement with our cytological analyses suggesting the occurrence of two distinct chromosomal clusters with limited intergradation in the savanna areas. Ecological, chromosomal, and molecular divergence, therefore, may reflect a wider pattern of lineage splitting within the molecular forms of *An. gambiae*across West and Central Africa that is occurring along major ecological breaks \[[@B18]\]. The evolutionary implications of these findings are explored below.

Chromosomal inversions, adaptation, and speciation
--------------------------------------------------

In Cameroon, both molecular forms of *An. gambiae*were shown to share the same chromosomal arrangements in areas where they were found in sympatry. Bayesian cluster analysis based on chromosomal inversions and/or combinations of inversions did not segregate chromosomal polymorphism according to molecular form status. Rather, the distribution of chromosomal polymorphism was mostly embodied in the arrangement of the main biogeographic domains, as found 30 years ago by Coluzzi and co-workers in nearby Nigeria \[[@B23]\]. However the resemblance of the chromosomal clusters to the chromosomal forms defined especially from extensive studies carried out in Mali \[[@B1],[@B25]\] was only superficial because i) every chromosomal cluster grouped together mosquitoes of both molecular forms between which gene flow is known to be restricted; and ii) the existence of further subdivisions within the SAVANNA karyotypes. The most likely explanation for the observed pattern of chromosomal polymorphism in Cameroon, is the action of directional and balancing selection acting *within*the M and S forms on alternative arrangements according to the prevailing eco-geographical conditions. Various combinations of inversions define \"ecotypes\" (i.e., \"intraspecific groups having distinctive characters that result from the selective pressure of local environment\" \[[@B90]\]), most of which are shared between the M and S forms (cf. \[[@B45]\]). Because the M and S forms of *An. gambiae*probably diverged very recently \[[@B4]\], the presence of the same inversion in both genetic backgrounds is likely the result from shared ancestral polymorphism, though ongoing introgression can contribute. Thus, inversions almost certainly predated the speciation process and are unlikely to carry the genes responsible for reproductive isolation between the forms. Nevertheless, it is not necessarily the case that chromosome-2 inversions had no role in the speciation process. In this context, relating local adaptation and speciation in the case of the molecular forms of *An. gambiae*requires a shift in emphasis from gene flow to suppressed recombination, extending this genetic property to other genomic regions not encompassed by chromosome-2 inversions, such as the \"speciation islands\" identified at the pericentromeric regions of chromosome X and 2L \[[@B5]-[@B7],[@B33],[@B91]\]. In the companion paper of Costantini *et al*. \[[@B45]\], we propose a slightly modified version of the \"ecotypification\" model of speciation proposed by Coluzzi \[[@B16],[@B37]\], which takes into account the combined action of unlinked chromosomal regions of suppressed recombination in ecological adaptation and reproductive isolation. According to this model, mutations in ecologically significant genes in an independently segregating chromosomal region of a chromosomal ecotype should promote the appearance and foster the development of reproductive isolation to maintain linkage between these unlinked chromosomal regions. Detailed investigations of the ecological and behavioural (e.g. phenotypic) variations that exist within ecotypes between molecular forms are required to pinpoint the key mechanisms by which reproductive isolation is maintained between the M and S forms.

Conclusion
==========

In this and the companion paper of Costantini *et al*. \[[@B45]\], we set out to answer several questions pertaining to the degree of ecological divergence between the molecular forms of *An. gambiae*and its relationship with reproductive isolation. These studies represent the most formal and extensive work available to date to parcel out ecological differences between the M and S molecular forms. It is clear from these combined results that the nature of ecological niche partitioning between M and S depends upon the biogeographic domain and the genetic background under consideration. While the chromosomally-divergent savanna populations of M and S were characterized by separate habitats in both Cameroon and Burkina Faso, the degree of ecological divergence was less for the chromosomally homogeneous rainforest populations in Cameroon at a countrywide geographical scale. The two studies confirmed the role played by polymorphic inversions on chromosome-2 in the adaptation to extensive eco-geographical gradients. The exact ecological role played by each inversion, however, appeared modulated to a varying degree by other regions of the genome of suppressed recombination (i.e. other chromosomal inversions, and the pericentromeric regions known as \"speciation islands\"). Our results further extend previous observations for the lack of M/S hybrids in Cameroon, confirming the marked degree of reproductive isolation between molecular forms in this region. Laboratory studies have established that no post-mating barriers exist between M and S \[[@B10]\], suggesting that reproductive isolation between molecular forms does not result from intrinsic incompatibilities between their different genetic backgrounds. Rather, field studies in Mali demonstrated strong assortative mating between molecular forms \[[@B11]\], which suggests that differences in mate recognition mechanisms, courtship or mating behaviour are probably involved in reproductive isolation, as indicated also by gene expression analysis of various developmental stages \[[@B92]\]. Additional divergence in as yet unknown ecological and/or behavioural traits that would directly or indirectly affect encounter and cross-mating probability, or the fitness of M/S hybrids under natural conditions are still to be revealed, prompting for additional detailed investigations of the phenotypic differences between molecular forms at a higher spatial and temporal resolution.

Overall, our data on ecological and genetic differentiation between the M and S forms of *An. gambiae*in Cameroon and Burkina Faso depicts a situation whereby both molecular forms extensively share chromosomal arrangements while maintaining separate evolutionary trajectories and ecological niches. This evolutionary phenomenon has public health implications, because of the high adaptive potential of such a dynamic and compartmentalized vector system, limiting future prospects for disease control through the use of insecticides and/or genetically engineered mosquitoes, unless all elements of the system are targeted simultaneously. However, a clear understanding of how the incipient species are partitioning their environment, what are the relevant ecological cues, and what is the genetic basis for the specialization can be used to target vector control to particular environments, to predict the impact of future environmental modifications on vector distribution, and to develop new vector control strategies aimed at disrupting specific associations.
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###### Additional file 1

**Ecological Niche Factor Analysis of *Anopheles gambiae*molecular form S in Cameroon**. Correlation between the ENFA factors and the eco-geographical variables (EGVs, see *Methods*) for *An. gambiae*molecular form S. Factor I explains 100% of the marginality. The percentages indicate the amount of specialization accounted for by each factor.
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###### Additional file 2

**Ecological Niche Factor Analysis of *Anopheles gambiae*molecular form M in Cameroon**. Correlation between the ENFA factors and the eco-geographical variables (EGVs, see *Methods*) for *An. gambiae*molecular form M. Factor I explains 100% of the marginality. The percentages indicate the amount of specialization accounted for by each factor.
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###### Additional file 3

**Ecological Niche Factor Analysis of *Anopheles arabiensis*in Cameroon**. Correlation between the ENFA factors and the eco-geographical variables (EGVs, see *Methods*) for *An. arabiensis*. Factor I explains 100% of the marginality. The percentages indicate the amount of specialization accounted for by each factor.
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###### Additional file 4

**Model validation statistics for Habitat Suitability maps**. Model evaluation indices for the habitat suitability maps of the S and M molecular forms of *An. gambiae*and *An. arabiensis*in Cameroon, computed with 10-fold cross-validation. Higher means indicate a higher consistency with the evaluation datasets. The lower the standard deviation (SD), the more robust the prediction.
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###### Additional file 5

**Bayesian assignment of *An. gambiae*karyotypes to genetic clusters using the software STRUCTURE**. Posterior probabilities for *K*= 1 to *K*= 10 using chromosomal inversions (A) and systems of inversions (B), see text for details. In both cases, clustering of individuals into three groups (*K*= 3) was the most probable solution. Open symbols represent the mean posterior probability across 5 independent runs for each value of *K*. 95% confidence intervals are given for each point estimate.
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###### Additional file 6

**Distribution of chromosomal arrangements and molecular forms of *An. gambiae*for the most likely number of genetic clusters in the population (*K*= 3)**. Arrangement frequencies in each genetic cluster, and proportion of membership of each molecular form to the three genetic clusters identified as the most likely outcome by the Bayesian multilocus assignment analysis using STRUCTURE.
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